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ABOUT YOUR TIAKI
FARM ENVIRONMENT PLAN

This Tiaki Farm Environment Plan document is the result of a tailored farm environment planning service provided to
you through the Co-operative Difference. It’s part of the advantage you get through Farm Source as a member of the
Fonterra Co-Operative. The purpose of this plan is to describe the environmental conditions present on your farm and
the management of these conditions. From this, mitigations to potential impacts to water quality are documented and
additional mitigations maybe planned, with sensible timeframes. Underpinning this plan, are the agreed national Good
Farming Practices that are supported by the agricultural and horticultural sectors. Industry bodies along with Regional
Councils and Central Government have developed the Good Farming Practice: Action Plan for Water Quality 2018 in a
commitment to swimmable rivers and improving the ecological health of our waterways. The Dairy Industry Strategy
(Dairy Tomorrow), as well as the Good Farming Practice: Action Plan for Water Quality 2018, both align with the goal
for all dairy farms to have a Farm Environment Plan by 2025. Now that this plan has been created it’s the plan owner’s
responsibility to ensure it is put into action and kept up to date as actions are completed or conditions on farm change.
Farm Source is here to help with that implementation and ongoing management through our team of Sustainable
Dairying Advisors who can be contacted via the details below.

PHONE:

0800 65 65 68

EMAIL:

sustainable.dairying@fonterra.com
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FARM DETAILS
SUPPLIER NUMBER

72847

FARM OWNER

St Peter's School Trust Board
1716 Cambridge Road
RD 3
Hamilton 3283

PLAN OWNER

Carl Hine
+64 27 226 9080
carl.hine@stpeters.school.nz

FARM ADDRESS

SH 1Cambridge
Cambridge

LOCATION

REGIONAL COUNCIL

Waikato

PLAN LAST EDITED

08 June 2022

POINTS OF NOTE

* Waikato Plan Change 1 (Healthy Rivers) - Waikato and Waipa River
catchments
Waikato at Narrows: 280.56 ha - 100.00 %.
* NZLRI Land Use Capability
1s 1: 250.74 ha - 89.37 %.
3s20: 29.36 ha - 10.46 %.
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LAND PARCELS

Fee Simple, 1/1, Part Deposited Plan 22995, 95,584 m2, Fee Simple, 1/1,
Part Allotment 106, 108 Hautapu Parish and Deposited Plan 23506 and
Deposited Plan 27855, 140,198 m2, Fee Simple, 1/1, Lot 1 Deposited Plan
South Auckland 88175 and Lot 2 Deposited Plan South Auckland 62551,
35,135 m2, Fee Simple, 1/1, Lot 10 Deposited Plan 197, 137,593 m2, Fee
Simple, 1/1, Part Allotment 105-107, 110, 338 Parish of Hautapu, 402,285 m2,
Fee Simple, 1/1, Part Lot 3 Deposited Plan 23846, 277,412 m2, Fee Simple,
1/1, Allotment 103A Hautapu Parish, 12,899 m2, Fee Simple, 1/1, Section
101A Parish of Hautapu, 40,469 m2, Fee Simple, 1/1, Lot 1 Deposited Plan
South Auckland 92058, 194,674 m2, Fee Simple, 1/1, Lot 1 Deposited Plan
South Auckland 15892, 53,722 m2, Fee Simple, 1/1, Lot 2 Deposited Plan
South Auckland 15892, 288,262 m2, Fee Simple, 1/1, Lot 1 Deposited Plan
South Auckland 15400 and Lot 1 Deposited Plan South Auckland 88412 and
Lot 5-8 Deposited Plan South Auckland 30324 and Lot 3-4 Deposited Plan
444339 and Lot 2-3 Deposited Plan 458241, 529,369 m2, Fee Simple, 1/1,
Lot 1 Deposited Plan South Auckland 12650, 45,502 m2, Fee Simple, 1/1, Lot
1 Deposited Plan 458241, 19,673 m2, Fee Simple, 1/1, Part Allotment 157,
157A, 158 Parish of Hautapu and Deposited Plan 4824, 32,605 m2, Fee
Simple, 1/1, Lot 1 Deposited Plan 23846, 209,222 m2, Fee Simple, 1/1, Lot 2
Deposited Plan 23846, 361,182 m2, Fee Simple, 1/1, Part Allotment 157,
157A, 158 Parish of Hautapu and Deposited Plan 4824, 32,605 m2, Fee
Simple, 1/1, Lot 1 Deposited Plan 23846, 209,222 m2, Fee Simple, 1/1, Lot 2
Deposited Plan 23846, 361,182 m2
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FARM OVERVIEW MAP
The map below presents the land in which the farming operations covered in this document occur and identifies some
key points of interest. More detailed maps looking at specific environmental management topics are contained
throughout the document.

Major Stock Excluded Waterway

Compliant Crossing

Major Stock Not Excluded Waterway

Non-Compliant Crossing

Minor Stock Excluded Waterway

Non-Compliant Non-Regular Crossing

Minor Stock Not Excluded Waterway

Dispensation Crossing

Farm Boundary

Dairy Shed
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GOOD FARMING PRACTICES
This section provides an overall snapshot of the farm’s Good Farming Practices (GFPs). Based on industry-agreed
identified practices, the GFPs in this Farm Environment Plan are grouped by the six core management areas on farm.
Each management area below displays the farm’s progress towards achieving all the GFPs within that area. This
section also includes additional GFPs relevant to the dairy industry goals.

ACHIEVED

23

NOT ACHIEVED

1

100% ACHIEVED

100% ACHIEVED

100% ACHIEVED

100% ACHIEVED

N/A

2

75% ACHIEVED
3 ACTIONS
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GOOD FARMING PRACTICES
The tables below assess the GFPs recorded in this Farm Environment Plan. GFPs already in place on this farm, will be
listed as “Achieved”. GFPs yet to be achieved or in progress, will show the number of open actions required to achieve
the GFP. GFPs that are not applicable in this Farm Environment Plan will be listed as “N/A”

GENERAL FARM MANAGEMENT
Identify the physical and biophysical characteristics of the farm system, assess the risk
factors to water quality associated with the farm system, and manage appropriately

ACHIEVED

Maintain accurate and auditable records of annual farm inputs, outputs and
management practices

ACHIEVED

Store and load fertiliser with minimal spillage and leaching

ACHIEVED

Store, transport and distribute feed to minimise wastage, leachate and soil damage

ACHIEVED

*Farm waste is minimised and managed properly

ACHIEVED

*Water use for the dairy shed and stock water is efficient

ACHIEVED

LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
Manage farming operations to minimise direct and indirect losses of sediment and
nutrients to water, and maintain or enhance soil structure, where agronomically
appropriate

ACHIEVED

Reduce periods of bare soil between crops and pasture to reduce erosion and
leaching

ACHIEVED

Retire all LUC 8 land and retire LUC 7e land or ensure that it has soil conservation
measures in place

ACHIEVED

Use appropriate paddocks for intensive grazing

ACHIEVED

Manage grazing to minimise nutrient loss from risk areas

ACHIEVED

IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT
Irrigation rates and timing match plant requirements

N/A

Design, calibrate and operate irrigation systems to use water efficiently

N/A

*Additional GFP relevant to the dairy industry goals
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GOOD FARMING PRACTICES
EFFLUENT MANAGEMENT
Effluent system meets code of practice

ACHIEVED

Sufficient suitable storage available

ACHIEVED

Spreading equipment is well maintained and calibrated

ACHIEVED

Effluent applied at correct depth, rate and time

ACHIEVED

*All effluent systems

ACHIEVED

WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
Identify areas where runoff may occur and manage to avoid runoff entering waterways

ACHIEVED

Tracks, feed areas, gateways and troughs are located away from waterways

ACHIEVED

Stock are excluded from waterways

ACHIEVED

*Areas of native plants or significant biodiversity are protected

ACHIEVED

NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
Monitor and maintain P levels at the economic optimum

ACHIEVED

Fertiliser application matches plant requirements and minimises losses

ACHIEVED

Spreading equipment is well maintained and calibrated

ACHIEVED

*General Nutrient Management

*Additional GFP relevant to the dairy industry goals

3 ACTION(S)
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ACTIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
ACTIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

This list includes all actions and recommendations that have been agreed as part of this Farm Environment Plan.
Actions are required to achieve Good Farming Practices. Actions that have a target date within 2 years are captured as
“Current Actions”. Actions with a target set more than 2 years in the future are captured as “Future Actions”.
“Recommendations” cover all other actions that are not related to a GFP.

CURRENT ACTIONS

Target Date

Explore the use of Overseer to calculate the whole emissions profile

30 Jun 2023

Map and identify plantings for sequestration

31 Jan 2024

Utilise the reducing farm size and cow numbers to selectively cull inefficient
cows

30 Jun 2024

FUTURE ACTIONS

Target Date

RECOMMENDATIONS

Target Date

Monitor leachate from silage stacks
Maintain documents to support farm inputs, outputs and management
practices
Reduce clinical mastitis to ＜ 10%
Reduce lameness to ＜12%
Mitigate heat stress by shade planting and upgrading cooling fan systems in
the shed
Improve reproductive performance with a target 6 week in calf rate of ＞78%
and ＜10% empty rate
Planting below Kibby block - partially completed
Removal of wildling pines and gorse from river riparian buffer
Continue to monitor and clean cutouts
Submit Farm Dairy Records
Ongoing irrigator maintenance
Manage effluent pond levels
Continue scraping entry exit race as required
Continue yearly race maintenance
Avoid applying nitrogen when wet over subsurface drainage
Waterway ongoing maintenance for all waterways
Key: Action Priority
Low

Medium

High

Critical
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ACTIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
Drain from driving range toward river - Relocate fence and further plant

Key: Action Priority
Low

Medium

High

Critical

01 Dec 2027
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UNDERSTANDING THE RISKS ON YOUR FARM
This section provides some context to help understand the relative impact and likelihood of environmental risks that
have been identified on your farm. The chart on this page together with the map on the following page can be useful
when thinking about what environmental risk areas on your farm need the most focus.

N4

HOW ARE RISK RATINGS MEASURED?
The issues plotted on the chart above have been done so based upon two measures that are assigned to a
specific area of your farm where an environmental risk has been identified. 1. Impact of contamination (on
the vertical axis, or the first dial) is a measure of the potential scale or significance of contaminants that may
be lost from this area of your farm. It’s about quantifying how bad could the outcome for the environment be;
2. Likelihood of contamination (on the horizontal axis, or the second dial) is about the chance of the
contamination actually occurring from that area of your farm. It takes into account things like how far the
area might be from waterways as well as the slope or aspect of the area; When combined together the two
measures also give an overall ‘risk rating’. The measures and the combined rating are presented for each
risk area along with other descriptive information about the risk area on the subsequent pages of this
document.
Example:
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UNDERSTANDING THE RISKS ON YOUR FARM
The map below shows the location of the risk areas identified on your farm. The Risk Rating presented here is a
combined measure of the impact and likelihood of contamination occurring from each risk area.

Low

N4

Medium

High

Critical

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
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MAHI WHAKAHAERE
GENERAL FARM MANAGEMENT
GENERAL FARM MANAGEMENT

F1

F2

F3

F4

General Description
F5

Wash down pad - Wash down pad

F6

Bio-Security

F7

Shade and Shelter Plantings

Healthy Rivers Plan Change

Water-use Overview

Storage, Infrastructure & Waste Overview
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FARM MANAGEMENT
GOOD FARMING PRACTICES
Identify a farms environmental characteritstics and plan for their management
* The physical and biophysical characteristics of the farm system are identified, risk
factors to water quality associated with the farm system have been assessed and are
managed appropriately.

ACHIEVED

Maintain records of good environmental management
* Accurate and auditable records of annual farm inputs, outputs and management
practices are maintained.

ACHIEVED

Store and load fertiliser with minimal spillage and leaching
Practices:
* The Fertiliser Industry - Code of Practice for fertiliser handling, storage and use is
followed
* Storage sites are located away from waterways
* Stored fertiliser is covered

ACHIEVED

Store, transport and distribute feed with minimal wastage, leachate and soil damage
and leaching
Practices:
* Feed storage areas are located away from waterways
* Silage and other feeds are stored on hardsealed areas and leachate is collected
* Overland flow and rain water are diverted away from feed storage areas
* Silage is sufficiently wilted before being put into stack
* Silage remains sealed while stored to prevent rotting
* Permanent feed-out areas / facilities are sealed and effluent is collected

ACHIEVED

*Farm waste is minimised and managed properly
Practices:
* Waste is recycled where possible
* Waste is contained and removed from farm where feasible
* Dead animals are sent off farm for processing or correctly disposed on-farm
* On-farm waste pits are small, away from waterways, and above the water table
* Pests are controlled

ACHIEVED

*Water use for the dairy shed and stock water is efficient
* All water use on farm is measured (water meters)
* Water wastage is minimised from the dairy shed
* All leaks are fixed as soon as possible
* Water troughs are checked daily where animals are grazing

ACHIEVED

*Additional GFP relevant to the dairy industry goals
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FARM MANAGEMENT
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

F1

Owl Farm (72847) is a Demonstration Dairy Farm set up through joint venture between St Peter's School Cambridge
and Lincoln University. This is supported both financially and philosophically through industry partners Fonterra Farm
Source, DairyNZ, Ballance, LIC, PGG Wrightson Seeds, Westpac and Opus.
Owl Farms vision is to apply proven research, utilising good on farm practice and scientific monitoring for the farm to
become an exemplar in dairy production, financial, environmental and people performance, while maintaining the
highest standards of health and safety.
Owl Farm is 180ha with an effective dairy platform of 152ha. The farm surrounds the school and boarders the Waikato
River north of Cambridge in the Waikato. The farm is comprised of an effluent block, main pasture block and numerous
retired and planted areas. Soil types on farm vary with both high and low risk soils types intercepting the mixed
contoured farm. This includes a mixture of allophanic and pumice soils which are both well drained as well as gley soils
which are poorly drained.
The farm currently peak milks 420 cows producing on average between 170,000-180,000kgMS at approximately
400kgMS/cow/yr. While replacements are grown off farm all other cows remain on farm throughout the year, including
winter. In addition to pasture, Owl Farm feeds a range of home grown (turnips, chicory, plantain, grass silage) and
imported (PKE) supplements.
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FARM MANAGEMENT
HEALTHY RIVERS PLAN CHANGE

F2

Your property is located in the Waikato at Narrows subcatchment and the Middle Waikato Freshwater Management
Unit under the Proposed Waikato Regional Plan Change 1 (Healthy Rivers -Wai Ora).
The proposed plan seeks to reduce the amount of contaminants (nitrogen, sediment, phosphorus, and bacteria)
entering into the Waikato and Waipā rivers to achieve the Vision and Strategy/Te Ture Whaimana o Te Awa o Waikato
of making the river swimmable and viable for food collection along the entire length of the river. The Vision and
Strategy was adopted by the Government as part of Treaty Settlement legislation.
The proposed plan affects all rural landowners within the Waikato River and Waipā River catchments. The new rules
will complement existing rules in the Waikato Regional Plan, and existing rules will continue to apply, e.g. farm dairy
effluent rules, earthwork rules and point-source discharge rules.
Under the proposed Waikato Regional Plan Change 1 (Healthy Rivers), you must submit an Overseer file to
establish the amount of nitrogen lost from your farm in a season. Further clarification will be provided as to which
season's Overseer file will be required. You must have documentation that substantiates the data used to process this
file, and the same documents for all other farming seasons from 2014/15. The data you will need to support, and types
of documents required may include:
• Stock numbers (eg: annual accounts, sale/purchase invoices, digital recording such as Minda);
• Dairy production;
• Fertiliser (eg: invoices, end of year summary);
• Supplementary Feed (eg: invoices for feed sold or purchased)
• Crops grown (eg: invoice for seed, cultivation, agronomic advice)
• Irrigation water (eg: meter records, invoices)
There are some minimum standards that already apply - see Schedule C of the Proposed Waikato Regional Plan
Change 1: Decisions Version (available on the WRC website).

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS

Target Date

Maintain documents to support farm inputs, outputs and management
practices
Collate documents that support the data used to create Overseer files for each
supply season. Such records will need to be kept every year in the future for the
life of the plan. A good opportunity to do this is at the end of each season when
you are required to submit Farm Dairy Records to Fonterra.
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FARM MANAGEMENT
WATER-USE OVERVIEW

F3

Owl farm sources its water from both the school supply and a bore near the farm dairy. Total water use is telemetered
using the HALO system from the main water lines coming into the dairy and stock drinking is telemetered from the
dosatron, subtracting the latter allows dairy shed volumes to be calculated. A new pump and yard configuration as well
as the use of hydrofan nozzles has led to a more efficient water use at an average of 30-40 cubic meters per day (7095L/cow) this is a 20% reduction on where it used to be but further efficiencies from the platform can potentially be
identified and this is a current farm goal. All cooler water is also recycled back into the washdown tanks. The farm
doesn't have a Variation 6 consent as such as the total use comes out of the Schools water use.
The target water use will be to reduce water use to 55 L/cow per day at peak use.
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FARM MANAGEMENT
STORAGE, INFRASTRUCTURE & WASTE OVERVIEW

F4

A purpose built concrete and roofed PKE bunker has been constructed beside the implement shed at the cowshed, a
concrete apron and compacted metal beyond means the build-up of mud is not an issue. A concrete based clay sided
grass silage bunker is available for use on farm. Although there is no capture of leachate silage is sufficiently wilted
once harvested and leachate hasn't been an identified issue. Smaller pasture surpluses are baled and wrapped
meaning all leachate is contained. There is a secondary clay lined silage bunker on the farm. It is rarely used and well
away from waterways.

All nitrogen is supplied in 500kg bags and stored under cover on a concrete floor in the implement shed. All other
fertiliser is applied through Whelleans so isn't stored on farm.

Owl farm employs a responsible policy around waste management with soft plastics recycled using Plasback, fertiliser
bags collected and returned to manufacturer and all other farm rubbish disposed of through the schools waste
management site. Dead stock and slinks are collected by Wallace corporation. Cardboard is recycled through the
school recycling programme - Trees for Schools through Envirowaste. Tires are collected and taken off farm. Drums
are returned for recycling and chemical containers go to Agrecovery.

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS

Target Date

Monitor leachate from silage stacks
Monitor the silage stack for any evidence of leachate. If leachate is seen, use
woodchip or similar organic material to absorb the leachate and then spread to
pasture.
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FARM MANAGEMENT
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FARM MANAGEMENT
WASH DOWN PAD

F5

A nibbed concrete wash-down pad has been constructed by the effluent pond for water blasting motorbikes, tractors
and implements. This has an overflow pipe in the back corner which directs all waste water back into the effluent
system. There is also a secondary wash down pad that rarely used.
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FARM MANAGEMENT
BIO-SECURITY

F6

The farm takes biosecurity seriously with the recent outbreak of Mycoplasma Bovis and the global pandemic of COVID19. The farm have a large number of guests entering the farm. They have a biosecurity station at the entrance of the
farm which requires all guests to disinfect boots before entering the property. There is a NZ COVID tracer app posted
to sign in for all guests.
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FARM MANAGEMENT
SHADE AND SHELTER PLANTINGS

F7

The farm has a lot of trees and plantings around the farm that provide the animals shade and shelter. They also
encourage biodiversity over the farm.

A shade and shelter planting plan is going be developed in the next 12 months for the farm.
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WHENUA ME TE ONE
LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
LAND & SOIL FARM MANAGEMENT

L1

Land and Soil Overview

L4

Cropping - Cropping practices

L2

Race Management - Crossing over main farm track
by cycleway

L5

Race Management

L6

Entry/Exit Race

L3

Crossing point - Crossing between old wetland
L7

Sub-surface drainage
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LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
GOOD FARMING PRACTICES
Minimise losses of sediment and nutrient to water, and maintain soil structure
Practices:
* Pugging and compaction of soils is avoided
* No tillage or low impact cultivation methods and timing are considered
* Supplement feed-out areas are located away from waterways
* Riparian margins or buffer strips are left beside waterways and other areas where
sediment and nutrients may flow such as gullies or swales.
Minimise losses of sediment and nutrient to water, and maintain soil structure

ACHIEVED

* Pugging and compaction of soils is avoided
* No tillage or low impact cultivation methods and timing are considered
* Supplement feed-out areas are located away from waterways
* Riparian margins or buffer strips are left beside waterways and other areas where
sediment and nutrients may flow such as gullies or swales.
Reduce periods of bare soil between crops and pasture to reduce erosion and
leaching
* Bare paddocks are re-sown as soon as practical
* Erosion damaged areas are rest and re-sown
* Compacted soils are subsoil, ripped or cultivated
Retire all LUC 8 land and retire LUC 7e land or ensure that it has soil conservation
measures in place

ACHIEVED

ACHIEVED

* LUC 8 and 7e land areas are permanently fenced off
Use appropriate paddocks for intensive grazing
* Low risk paddocks are selected for intensive grazing that are ideally: --Further away
from waterways --With soils least likely to pug and compact --Flatter with as few gullies
and swales as possible

ACHIEVED

Manage grazing to minimise nutrient loss from risk areas
* If paddocks near waterways are used during wet periods, a buffer strip beside the
waterway is fenced off
* More feed is offered in cold conditions when demand is high and utilization low
* When break feeding: --Feeding is towards the waterway --Fences are moved daily
rather than offering a few days feed at a time -Land that has already been grazed is
back-fenced
* Crops: --Long narrow breaks are offered rather than wide breaks --Crops are sown
across slopes not up and down where practical

ACHIEVED
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LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
LAND AND SOIL OVERVIEW

L1

Owl Farm has a mixed contour with plenty of flat areas surrounding the school and some steeper country at the bottom
of the farm towards Cambridge. Some steeper more unproductive areas are permanently retired but there would be
nothing which meets LUC 8 or 7e. The mixture of heavier and free draining soils means grazing practices are closely
managed. The farm operates a zero-pugging policy through shifting stock regularly during wet weather, providing
bigger breaks and targeting low risk paddocks when wet. During winter when wet weather is forecast the farm either
targets low risk free draining paddocks or if really bad will stand cows off on the yard.

Summer crops along with winter annuals are used for both additional feed and as part of the wider farm pasture
renovation policy. Crops and permanent pasture are strictly direct drilled and there has been no adverse impact on
yields as a result. Summer crop paddocks are generally not beside waterways but if they are appropriate setbacks and
grazing principles are undertaken.
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LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
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LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
CROSSING OVER MAIN FARM TRACK BY CYCLEWAY

L2

Update: Cutouts have been installed either side of the crossing on both sides of the farm track, these have already
been cleaned out several times.

This is a low point in the race where runoff drains from either side towards the water course below. Although the scale
of loss isn't significant it is directly discharging to an area above a water course. This is also visible from the Te Awa
cycleway/walkway which heightens the risk from a perception perspective.

Contaminant risk type

Sediment, phosphorus and pathogens

Proximity to surface water

10 Metres

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS
Dig Cut-out both sides of race - Completed

Target Date
31 Jan 2018

Dig several cut-outs into both sides of race leading towards the crossing from
both directions. Shifting cuts further up the race allows any runoff to flow through
considerable vegetation prior to reaching water. This will allow for gradual
uptake of nutrients and filtering of sediment.

Continue to monitor and clean cutouts
To ensure that the cut outs are working to distribute water run off to the pasture,
continue to monitor and clean out the cutouts when needed, especially after
adverse weather events.
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LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
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LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
CROSSING BETWEEN OLD WETLAND

L3

UPDATE 20/21: This crossing has been retired and will be planted in the near future. the small piece of land this
accessed has now been gifted to the schools bee-keeping club and the photo below shows the manuka which has
been planted there.

A culverted crossing point allows access between an existing wetland and the paddock behind. This is one of two
crossing points into the paddock but is the most frequently used due convenience. With the construction of the
treatment wetland beyond the pre-existing wetland there has been a significant increase in traffic which the crossing
wasn't originally designed to manage. This additional compaction from heavy vehicles and machinery has led to
slumping and erosion of the sides of the crossing which has lead to localised runoff of sediment.

Contaminant loss

Sediment

Distance to surface water

0 meters

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS

Target Date

Retire Crossing point at old wetland - Completed
Crossing point is to be retired and revegetated. This will eliminate thoroughfare
and strengthen soil structure.
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LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
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LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
CROPPING PRACTICES

L4

Generally around 10% of the milking platform is cropped to ensure high quality summer feed as well as enabling
pasture renovation. This summer turnips have been planted. There has also been some planting of a plantain/pasture
mix and may in the future be additional maize grown on farm. The farm operates a no cultivation policy meaning all
crops are direct drilled. This hasn't had any negative impacts on yields. The farm also avoids cropping steep paddocks
which may cause localised erosion during feeding.

Owl Farm has recognised that there is a challenge with risk of greenhouse gas loss from fallow periods between crop
grazing and regrassing. There is an action on farm to reduce fallow periods between crop and permanent pasture and
to investigate combination crop planting eg turnip crop with plantain.
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LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
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LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
RACE MANAGEMENT

L5

The farm races are of a high standard, are well formed with great camber. The races are well maintained and have a
number of cut-outs and drainage points for surface water to escape. The races are generally wide meaning cow-flow
isn't impeded and unnecessary effluent generated.

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS

Target Date

Continue yearly race maintenance
Continue maintenance of races to a high level. Ensure built up sediment from
cut-outs is removed and spread to land as required, this will allow surface water
to continue flowing freely from the races and reduce any scouring.
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LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
ENTRY/EXIT RACE

L6

A new yard configuration has led to a change in layout of the entry and exit race. As the farm operates 2 herds there
are times the first herd needs to be held in one side of the race until the second herd has entered the yard. As you
would expect there is a build-up of effluent around the entry area. Although there is some localised ponding it is all
contained and when this builds up the push scraper is used to push solids and liquid back onto the concrete yard
where it enters the farms effluent system.

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS

Target Date

Continue scraping entry exit race as required
Ensure the scraping of excess effluent build up to the yard continues. Ensure the
mechanism for reducing runoff (i.e. bund) remains intact.
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LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
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LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
SUB-SURFACE DRAINAGE
IMPACT OF
CONTAMINATION

+

L7
LIKELIHOOD OF
CONTAMINATION

=

There are a number of springs throughout the farm which come to surface when the water table is high. A series of 3
paddocks on the lower plateau before the farm drops away to the Waikato River has recently been novaflowed to make
the area more productive. Nova-flow creates preferential flow-paths and need to be closely managed. Fortunately
these paddocks don't receive effluent but care should be taken in applying nitrogen when the soils are actively draining
after rainfall events. Fortunately there is a large buffer between the edge of the paddock and the river which will reduce
the risk of contamination.

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS

Target Date

Avoid applying nitrogen when wet over subsurface drainage
When the outlet is running in a constant stream (indicating active drainage)
nitrogen fertiliser should not be applied to the areas directly above the novaflow
piping.
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WHAKAMĀKŪKŪ
IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT
IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT

GOOD FARMING PRACTICES
Irrigation rates and timing match plant requirements

N/A

Design, calibrate and operate irrigation systems to use water efficiently

N/A
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PARAKAINGAKI
EFFLUENT MANAGEMENT
EFFLUENT MANAGEMENT

E1

E2

E3

Effluent Overview
E4

Underpass

E5

Effluent Storage - Old Effluent Pond

Effluent Storage - Effluent Pond

Effluent Irrigation
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EFFLUENT MANAGEMENT
GOOD FARMING PRACTICES
Effluent system meets code of practice
* Effluent is collected from all sources: dairy sheds, yards, feeds pads, underpasses
* The system design is appropriate for the soil type, topography, and climate
* New systems: accredited designer has been used

ACHIEVED

Sufficient suitable storage available
* Dairy Effluent Storage calculator has been used to work out storage needs
* New storage built, has been by an accredited effluent designer
* Effluent is applied whenever possible to keep storage low
* Storage facilities are sealed
* Effluent solids that accumulate are routinely removed
* Safety barriers, equipment and signage are in place

ACHIEVED

Spreading equipment is well maintained and calibrated
* Effluent irrigator/spreading equipment is calibrated
* Effluent equipment is inspected and maintained regularly
* Effluent pumping equipment is routinely serviced

ACHIEVED

Effluent applied at correct depth, rate and time
* Effluent application timing and rates are adjusted based on soil moisture levels
* Nutrient load is spread evenly across the largest area practical
* Tests for high potassium (K) levels on effluent block are done to avoid animal health
issues
* Fertiliser applications are adjusted to effluent areas based on soil tests
* Risk areas for effluent application are identified and recorded on a map
* Odour impact is considered during application

ACHIEVED

*All effluent systems
* Effluent consent conditions and regional rules are understood and complied with
* All effluent applications are recorded
* Staff are trained on how to operate and maintain the effluent system

ACHIEVED

*Additional GFP relevant to the dairy industry goals
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EFFLUENT MANAGEMENT
EFFLUENT OVERVIEW

E1

Owl Farm operates under the Waikato Regional Plan's permitted activity rule 3.5.5.1 'Discharge of Farm Animal
Effluent onto Land'. They have upgraded their effluent system in 2018 in accordance with the industry Code of Practice
due to the previous pond not meeting the required sealing standard. All staff have been trained in the management of
the new system.

All effluent from all concrete sources surrounding the dairy shed are contained and diverted to a large drive in sediment
trap. Effluent then gravities to the newly constructed 3000cm3 lined pond, sized in accordance with the Dairy Effluent
Storage Calculator and designed by an Accredited designer.

A large stirrer ensures solids don't settle before effluent is pumped to a 52ha effluent block using a Hi-Tech Cobra
travelling rain-gun. All equipment is well maintained serviced annually. The use of a weather station means soil
moisture can be observed prior to application and although the application depth hasn't been recently measured its
expected the irrigator will be applying less than 12mm based on the new mono pump which creates a consistent
pressure. Fail safe measures include the use of the Halo system and runs are recorded. Separate soil testing of the
effluent block is undertaken to determine K levels. Paper records are kept for where the effluent irrigator has been each
week.

All solids from the sediment trap are spread directly to land using the farms muck spreader.

A newly constructed underpass has also been installed. All effluent generated from this point is captured within a sump
and transferred to the main storage pond via a pump operating on a float switch.

In the Spring of the 20/21 season, the farm used a contractor to pump the effluent pond down. They used a Umbilical
application to pump out approximately 458,000 L of effluent further over the farm at a low application rate. There is
minimal odour from this application and the contractor has 1.6 km reach of hose.
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EFFLUENT MANAGEMENT
EFFLUENT POND

E2

Following a failed Opus Pond Drop Test Owl Farm constructed a new appropriately sized and sealed effluent holding
facility in 2018. Using the services of Accredited Dairy Effluent System Designer Davieth Verheij from AgFirst a new
system has been appropriately sized using the Dairy Effluent Storage Calculator. With 60m x 31m footprint and a depth
of 3.5m the pond has a working volume of 3000 cubic meters which far exceeds the required volume. The location of
the pond below the farm dairy allows effluent to enter via gravity. The pond has been lined with HDPE from IS
Damming and also has gas venting.

The pond is managed via a mono pump which is shore mounted. This progressive cavity pump allows a constant
pressure at the irrigator by increasing/decreasing flow rates depending on distance from the pump, this allows
consistency and uniformity of application depths/rates. A shore mounted stirrer which pivots side to side and lifts up
and down ensures the minimum solids which enter the pond are kept in suspension prior to being pumped to pasture.
A deer fence has been constructed around the outside to reduce the health and safety risk.

Pond volume

3000 Cubic Metres

Pond lining

plastic

Dairy effluent storage calculator

Yes

Solids management

Spread immediately

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS

Target Date

Manage effluent pond levels
Ensure effluent pond is as empty as possible coming into winter/spring to
maximise storage availability and to enable deferred irrigation.
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EFFLUENT MANAGEMENT
EFFLUENT IRRIGATION
IMPACT OF
CONTAMINATION

E3
LIKELIHOOD OF
CONTAMINATION

+

=

Effluent is irrigated to approximately 52ha via a Hi-Tech Cobra (travelling raingun). The irrigation area is a mixture of
high and low risk soils with the lower risk soils targeted for spring. The location of the pond has meant the effluent
irrigation area has been slightly altered with effluent extending up to Cambridge road. The pump has a HALO system
which allows effluent irrigation to start and stop using your phone. This also has GPS tracking which records where it
has been and when as well as both a motion and pressure sensors as further fail-safe mechanisms should the irrigator
stop working. Part of the GPS tracking also allows buffers to be built in around out of bound areas such as distance to
road, boundary, dwelling and school, if the irrigator enters any of these areas it will automatically shut off.

Maintenance is undertaken as and when and although an application depth test hasn't been undertaken recently given
the irrigator and pump and would be expected to be applying less than 10mm.

The average N applied via effluent has been modelled at 43kgN/ha/yr which is far less than the 150kgN/ha/yr
recognised as a minimum standard. This will now be lower again as the effluent block used in last seasons Overseer
file was 53ha.

The farm is currently working on a Standard Operating Procedure for effluent managment on the farm.

Application depth

＜12 mm

N Loading from Effluent

43kgN/ha/yr

Irrigation Area

57ha

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS
Develop an Effluent Management Plan – To Achieve GFP

Target Date
30 Jun 2022

This is probably the only missing element in an otherwise exceptionally well
designed and managed effluent system. An effluent management plan would
usually include the following, permitted activity rules, instructions for use in
Tom's absence, frequently asked questions, Emergency Management
Procedures and contacts etc. All irrigation activity and maintenance should also
be recorded in this document. An effluent management plan poster can be
downloaded from the DairyNZ website here
https://www.dairynz.co.nz/media/5787433/effluent-management-plan-poster.pdf

Ongoing irrigator maintenance
Ensure Irrigator and pump are greased and maintained monthly and serviced
annually. Observe hydrants, mainlines and the drag hose regularly to ensure
there are no leaks. Complete annual application depth and rate test to ensure
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EFFLUENT MANAGEMENT
appropriate levels are being applied from the cobra raingun.

Annual depth test due to be completed at the end of 2020.
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EFFLUENT MANAGEMENT
UNDERPASS
IMPACT OF
CONTAMINATION

E4
+

LIKELIHOOD OF
CONTAMINATION

=

The farm has recently invested in an underpass as the tanker track and one of the main thoroughfares through the
farm used frequently by the school crossed the main stock race, this required gates to be opened and closed
constantly. An underpass has been constructed allowing the stock to go underneath the tanker track. This
infrastructure has also improved health and safety given the large number of students and staff who access this point.

All effluent from both entry points drains to bottom of the underpass where is passes through a sediment trap and
sump where it is pumped to the main effluent storage pond using a transfer pump on a float switch.
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EFFLUENT MANAGEMENT
OLD EFFLUENT POND
IMPACT OF
CONTAMINATION

E5
LIKELIHOOD OF
CONTAMINATION

+

=

UPDATE 20/21: Old effluent pond is now decommissioned and the paddock is back into pasture.

UPDATE 18/19: Old effluent pond is currently being decommissioned. Once the new pond was complete all effluent
was pumped from this pond to the new facility. This pond is currently being backfilled with clean fill (dirt and concrete)
from the school and will ultimately be returned to paddock. There is some stormwater which has collected from
rainwater in the remaining area to be filled.

The current effluent pond has been tested using the Opus Pond Drop Test and has been identified as not meeting the
sealing standard. The farm has an effluent improvement plan created by Fonterra and has engaged consultants to size
and project manage the construction of new effluent storage.

Pond lining

Clay

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS

Target Date

Construction of new effluent pond - Completed
Owl Farm plans to construct an approriately sized and sealed effluent pond this
coming summer.
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RARENGA RAUROPI
WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT

W1

Waterways and Bio-diversity Overview

W7

Riparian Management Unit - Drain in paddock 47

W2

Riparian Management Unit - Constructed Treatment
Wetland

W8

Riparian Management Unit - Reconstructed wetland

W9

Re-alignment of drain

W10

Riparian Management Unit - Drain from McGraths
Boundary from swimming pool

W11

Riparian Management Unit - Retired area below the
Kibby block

W12

Riparian Management Unit - Drain from driving
range towards Waikato River

W3

W4

W5

W6

Riparian Management Unit - Older Wetland beside
effluent pond

Riparian Management Unit - Riparian Buffer
between farm and Waikato River

Riparian Management Unit - Riparian planting below
Avantidrome

Riparian Management Unit - Moutain Biking Track
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WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
GOOD FARMING PRACTICES
Identify areas where runoff may occur and manage to avoid runoff entering waterways
* Risk areas where surface runoff may enter waterways are identified
* A grass buffer strip or riparian plantings have been left between waterways and
fences
* When cultivating paddocks an uncultivated buffer strip between cultivation and
waterway is left (the steeper the land the wider the buffer strip is)
* Bridges and culverts have raised sides or mounds to stop runoff entering waterway
* Where tracks are beside waterways, the track is sloped in the opposite direction to
avoid effluent and sediment flowing into the waterway
* Track cut-outs are maintained to appropriately direct track runoff

ACHIEVED

Tracks, feed areas, gateways and troughs are located away from waterways
* Tracks are located away from waterways where practical
* Supplement is feed out away from waterways
* Water troughs are located away from waterways in a dry area of paddocks
* Gateways are in a dry point and are wide enough for good cow flow to reduce
pugging

ACHIEVED

Stock are excluded from waterways
* All permanently flowing waterways (including wetlands) are fenced
* All regular stock crossings are bridged or culverted
* Any temporary streams are temporarily fenced if grazing while water is flowing
* A riparian management plan has been developed (include any plantings)
* Drains are well managed

ACHIEVED

*Areas of native plants or significant biodiversity are protected
* Areas are identified on the farm map
* Stock are fenced out of the area
* Weeds are controlled within the area
* Animal pests are trapped or poisoned

ACHIEVED

*Additional GFP relevant to the dairy industry goals
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WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
WATERWAYS AND BIO-DIVERSITY OVERVIEW

W1

All permanently flowing waterways and many of the ephemeral watercourse are permanently fenced allowing for
effective stock exclusion. The farm boundaries the Waikato River which is fenced to a high standard and has a
significant buffer between the paddocks and waterway. Additionally, all crossings are culverted ensuring stock have no
direct access to waterways. There were no issues identified with culverts construction and no significant issues around
runoff of contaminants at these points.

A large number of the waterways have riparian planting in various stages of development, the small number which
don't, have plans and timeframes in place for completion (see following features). The farm and school have
demonstrated a very proactive attitude to fencing and planting and for most waterways ongoing maintenance is now
the primary objective. Many of the projects have been undertaken in collaboration with Ngati Haua Mahi Trust with
some funding having been provided through the Waikato River Authority. Among the riparian areas of both constructed
and natural wetlands as well as traditional planting on the banks of streams intercepting the property.

The farm and school boosts significant biodiversity features all of which are permanently stock excluded, these include
a remnant stand of kahikatea as well as many wetland and riparian areas which are planted in natives. The farm runs
an bi-annual eco-blitz with support from Lincoln University which involves an ecological survey of both fauna and flora
with school kids in which a number of protected species have been identified. Although minimal, pests are managed
through bait stations at various points around the farm. Pests on farm include: pukeko, pigs, rats/rodents.

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS

Target Date

Waterway ongoing maintenance for all waterways
Given the large established areas of permanently retired and planted areas the
main action across the farm is continued maintenance. In some areas this
involves the final release of plants but mostly relates to ensuring fences remain
intact and both animal and plant pest control continues. Spot spraying of weeds
is done in planted areas and blackberry is the main pest plant.
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WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
CONSTRUCTED TREATMENT WETLAND

W2

A Treatment Wetland has been designed and constructed purely for the ecosystems ability to intercept and denitrify
shallow groundwater which springs to the surface and exits the farm to the Waikato River. There is water quality
monitoring of shallow ground water prior to entering the wetland as well as outlet monitoring once water leaves the
wetland. This demonstrates what impact the wetland is having in extracting nitrates from water.

Extraction rates of nitrogen have differed depending on time of the season and residence of the water in the wetland
itself. Over summer when water levels and therefore flow was low nitrogen was undetectable at the outlet meaning full
extraction of nitrogen. The last measurements in July demonstrated an extraction rate of between 30-50% which is still
high given the speed at which water would flow through the wetland at this time of the year.

2020 is the 4th year of the NIWA monitoring project of the wetland.

Vegetation status

Native

Planting date

No Date
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WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
OLDER WETLAND BESIDE EFFLUENT POND

W3

UPDATE: Wilows were removed from this wetland area in 2019. There is the possibility of doing monitoring in the
future. This monitoring would be interesting to compare to the constructed wetland.

Just across from the constructed treatment wetland is an older wetland which was retired, fenced and planted a
number of years ago. This is another area where shallow ground water springs to the surface and drains towards the
Waikato River. Given the unproductive nature of this area it was retired and planted predominately with native wetland
species such as roupo, cabbage trees and manuka. Although this isn't a constructed treatment wetland as such it will
still be having a significant denitrifying effect on the groundwater exiting through this site.

Fencing status

Permanently Fenced

Planting progress

100 Percent

Waterway type

Wetland,River

Vegetation status

Native

Flood risk

Low
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WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
RIPARIAN BUFFER BETWEEN FARM AND WAIKATO RIVER

W4

The farm is flanked right along the western boundary by the Waikato River. There is a substantial buffer between the
boundary and the river which would range from a minimum of 30-50 meters. This area has been retired for years and
has a mixture of regenerated natives, gorse and some wildling pine trees which have sprouted over the past few years
from a stand of pine trees which were previously grown at this site.

Fencing status

Permanently Fenced

Vegetation status

Native

Flood risk

Low

Waterway type

Wetland,River

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS

Target Date

Removal of wildling pines and gorse from river riparian buffer
Develop a plan to remove the wildling pines and gorse which have established in
some areas between the farm and river. These pests plants will smoother
smaller natives and create a barrier for establishing good native cover along this
exclusion area.
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WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
RIPARIAN PLANTING BELOW AVANTIDROME

W5

There is a network of spring feed waterways which intercept the paddocks below the Avantidrome and beside the Te
Awa walking and biking track. These have all been fenced and planted in a mixture of natives over the past 5 years.
These waterways are very visible to the public so the fact they are planted is great. Ongoing weed control is all these
waterways largely require.

Waterway type

Drain

Fencing status

Permanently Fenced

Flood risk

Low

Planting progress

100 Percent

Planting date

No Date

Vegetation status

Native
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WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
MOUTAIN BIKING TRACK

W6

This area used to make up part of the milking platform but has over the past 5 years been fully retired and made into a
mountain biking track for the students at the school. This area has a waterway which drains through the middle towards
the Waikato river. Extensive planting of natives has been undertaken over the past 3 years with support Ngati Haua
Mahi Trust and Waikato River Authority Funding. As part of the ongoing support Ngati Haua Mahi Trust are responsible
for ongoing releasing of the plants.

Flood risk

Low

Planting date

No Date

Planting progress

100 Percent

Fencing status

Permanently Fenced

Vegetation status

Native
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WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
DRAIN IN PADDOCK 47

W7

This is another spring feed drain which intersects the farm on route to the Waikato River. Although stock have always
been excluded the fence has recently been realigned on the Cambridge side to create a 1m buffer to allow the planting
of carex sector alongside the waterway. There has also been a cut out created on the side of the track leading towards
this water course which has diverted a lot of sediment to the paddock which would have otherwise exited at the low
point being the waterway.

Fencing status

Permanently Fenced

Waterway type

Drain

Planting progress

100 Percent

Planting date

No Date

Flood risk

Low

Vegetation status

Native
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WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
RECONSTRUCTED WETLAND

W8

This area has below the newly developed Te Awa Lifecare village has been retired, fenced and planted in a mixture of
carex, cabbage trees and manuka thanks to support from Waikato River Authority and Ngati Haua Mahi Trust. This
area drains quite a significant catchment above before ultimately entering the Waikato meaning there will be some
uptake of nitrogen from both surface and groundwater which feed this area. This area saw the planting of 3000 natives
from students within the school.

Planting progress

100 Percent

Planting date

No Date

Fencing status

Permanently Fenced

Vegetation status

Native

Flood risk

Low
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WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
RE-ALIGNMENT OF DRAIN

W9

UPDATE 18/19: rather than shift the drain inwards the fence line has come outwards, slightly reducing the width of the
race but provided a slightly bigger buffer between the drain and the race. Carex have been ordered and will be planted
in autumn.

There is a small drain which runs alongside the raceway towards the main drain from the swimming pool. Given the
close proximity to the race this drain is susceptible to receiving contaminated runoff from the race which can ultimately
enter the drain. The drain is currently blocked off to ensure this doesn't occur but longer term the drain will be shifted
inwards to the paddock with current area being planted to act as an effective vegetative filter strip.

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS

Target Date

Re-align drain - COMPLETE
UPDATE 19/20: See description. Fence has shifted inwards rather than drain
creating a small buffer between race and drain.

Construct a new drain 2-3m into the paddock behind the existing one. Plant
flaxes or carex sector alongside the race where the current drain is to provide a
vegetative filter for any runoff.
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WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
DRAIN FROM MCGRATHS BOUNDARY FROM SWIMMING POOL

W10

UPDATE 20/21: Planting has been completed.

UPDATE 19/20: Drain fence has now been shifted outward on the stretch directly exiting the swimming pool in the first
paddock. Carex grasses have been ordered and will planted in autumn to further help stabilise the banks.

This waterway leading from the swimming pool to the northern boundary of the farm has seen some localised stream
bank erosion likely down to stock grazing too close to the edge of the drain, this has only been identified as an issue in
the paddocks leading directly from the pool.

Planting date

No Date

Flood risk

Low

Fencing status

Permanently Fenced

Vegetation status

Rank Grass

Waterway type

Drain

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS

Target Date

Relocating fence and planting - Complete
UPDATE: Fence has been shifted and planting of carex will take place in autumn
next year. Continue to monitor the banks further down the waterway towards the
boundary to determine whether this requires fence relocation and planting as
well.
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WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
RETIRED AREA BELOW THE KIBBY BLOCK

W11

This area of the platform has been retired for a number of years but will be planted in the next couple of years.
Although not a waterway the tool has been used to suggest number of plants required.

Planting date

No Date

Fencing status

Permanently Fenced

Vegetation status

Rank Grass

Upper Zone Spacing

1.5 m between stems

Upper zone percentage

100 Percent

Upper Zone Count

5525 plants

Upper Zone Area

12404 m2

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS

Target Date

Planting below Kibby block - partially completed
UPDATE 20/21: some of the area has been planted out but not the whole block.

Undertake spot spraying prior to planting. Ideally plant in autumn or spring to
maximise survival rates. The attritubtes which have been referred to above
indicate the total area to be fenced as 12,404m2, at 1.5m plant spacing this
would equate to approximately 5525 plants being reuqired. This can be used for
sourcing appropriate numbers. Refer to DairyNZ Riparian Factsheet which has
been included.
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WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
DRAIN FROM DRIVING RANGE TOWARDS WAIKATO RIVER

W12

This area is currently permanently fenced however doesnt have any set back between the drain edge and the paddock.
Contour is flat meaning overland flow and runoff of sediment/microbial bacteria is low. Although there is no short terms
plans for fence realignment and riparian planting this area would benefit in the long term. Not currently in the short
term plan but would be in the 10 year plan.

Fencing status

Permanently Fenced

Waterway type

Drain

Vegetation status

Rank Grass

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS
Drain from driving range toward river - Relocate fence and further plant

Target Date
01 Dec 2027

Look to relocate fence and further plant out riparian margins to enhance
biodiversity and eliminate what minimal runoff would be occuring. This action
would be worth reviewing closer to time when action is planned so exact areas
can be measured and plant numbers calculated.
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TAIORA
NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT

N1

Nutrient Management Overview

N3

Nitrogen Fertiliser Applications

N2

End of Season Nitrogen Report

N4

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
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NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
GOOD FARMING PRACTICES
Monitor and maintain P levels at the economic optimum
* Olsen P trends continue to be monitored over successive years
* Olsen P is maintained in the optimum range
* Fertiliser applications are tailored for different management blocks

ACHIEVED

Fertiliser application matches plant requirements and minimises losses
* All fertiliser applications are recorded -- product, rate, date, location (If a contractor is
used the information is gathered from them)
* Soil temperature and moisture levels are assessed before applying fertiliser (i.e.
avoid winter months)
* Fertiliser applications are avoided: --When heavy rainfall is forecast and runoff is
likely --Close to waterways
* N is applied little and often and when pasture is actively growing
* Pasture or crop growth and feed requirements are assessed before applying N

ACHIEVED

Fertiliser spreading equipment is well maintained and calibrated
* Farm spreading equipment is calibrated regularly -- spreading width and volume
checked
* Spreaders cleaned and greased routinely
* Paddocks are checked for paddock stripes after spreading
* Contractors are Spreadmark accredited
*General Nutrient Management

ACHIEVED

3 ACTION(S)

*Additional GFP relevant to the dairy industry goals
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NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW

N1

As a demonstration farm with Ballance as one of the industry partners, effective nutrient management is a key
objective. The farm has participated in the Fonterra's nitrogen programme from the outset supplying the farm
information to ensure an Environmental Report can be developed. An Overseer model has also been created for the
farm to continue monitoring change through this model.

Although the farm only has 2 distinctive management blocks (effluent and main pasture blocks), there are 7 different
blocks which are soil tested annually to provide a representative view of fertility on farm, this reflects different soils and
states of development. Nitrogen fertiliser is generally consistent across the farm but capital fertiliser varies dependant
on soil tests. Olsen P's are managed to optimum levels with capital fert added where low, maintenance added when at
optimum and mining taking place where levels are high. Olsen P's range from 17-40 with a range of 20-30 being
identified as optimum.

Nitrogen is applied with farms own Sam fertiliser spreader with Tracmap available in the tractor for proof of placement.
All other fertiliser is spread by Whelleans who also have proof of placement available. Spreading equipment is well
maintained and calibrated regulated. Nitrogen is supplied in 500kg bags which are stored on a concrete floor in the
implement shed. A weather station on farm allows soil temperature and soil moisture to be identified prior to applying
fertiliser and a regularly monitored feed budget means nitrogen is only applied when necessary. The farm has a selfimposed cap of 150kgN/ha/yr.
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NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
END OF SEASON NITROGEN REPORT

N2

Owl Farm has provided the information required to develop an Overseer file since the inception of the programme.
Given Ballance is also one of 7 industry partners close attention is paid to the Overseer file and Jo Sheridan
(Demonstration Manager) along with Ballance manage their own Overseer files for the property. The farm looks at the
trend in Overseer N leaching for the farm and is currently tracking a downward trend in leaching number.

The farm also complete the Fonterra Nitrogen Risk Scorecard, giving a Purchased Nitrogen Surplus number for the
farm.

This shows a reasonably efficient farm system from a nutrient loss perspective. With an average of 135kgN/ha/yr
applied per year and 39kgN/ha/yr brought in via supplements the farm has a modelled loss of 35kgN/ha/yr which would
be slightly below average for the region. The farms nitrogen conversion efficiency is currently at 25% which the farm
would like to see higher and subsequently closely reflects their productivity objectives of increasing home grown feed
and relying less on brought in feed to fill deficits. The farms modelled pasture intake from cows was quite low at 12.2
tonnesDM/ha/yr. This is both seasonally variable on climate but also reflects some tired pastures which are rapidly
being improved through pasture renovation policy. The nitrogen surplus is currently 189 kgN/ha which isn't overly high
but does suggest there is a some nitrogen locked up in the soil.

Link

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS

Target Date

Submit Farm Dairy Records
Ensure Farm Dairy Records are submitted at the end of each season. You need
to ensure you have verifiable records for the data which is submitted.
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NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
NITROGEN FERTILISER APPLICATIONS
IMPACT OF
CONTAMINATION

+

LIKELIHOOD OF
CONTAMINATION

N3
=

Owl Farm has a self-imposed cap of 150kgN/ha/yr with the majority of nitrogen fertiliser spread themselves through the
use of the Sam spreader on farm. All applications are tracked using TracMap in the tractor and use of the weather
station means soil temperature and moisture can be taken into account prior to applications being undertaken.

The farm opts for little and often applications of N generally applying 25kgN/ha per application. Fertiliser applications
are strategic and closely linked with the farms feed budget which is updated weekly. Generally, there are 6 applications
of nitrogen in various forms throughout the season with PhaSedN Quickstart used in April and July, Ammo used in
August and SustaiN used for the remainder in September, November and December. All urea is agrotain coated. Farm
has purposely avoided any applications of nitrogen in May and June when soil temps are low and conversion of
nitrogen to feed is hindered.

All nitrogen fertiliser is delivered in 500kg bags and stored on a concrete floor in the implement shed.
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NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
IMPACT OF
CONTAMINATION

+

N4
LIKELIHOOD OF
CONTAMINATION

=

Information on greenhouse gas emissions from New Zealand Dairy farms is included in the Appendix of this report.
One of Owl Farms KPI's is to have biological greenhouse gas emissions (nitrous oxide and methane as carbon dioxide
equivalents) trending downwards over time. The aim is to have per hectare emissions as well as total emissions
reducing over time. There is a target of methane emissions reducing by 10% from 2017 to 2025. Below is a summary
of achievements to date and next steps.

From 2014-15 to 2020-21 Owl Farm has reduced biological GHG by 7% (methane and nitrous oxide). This includes a
reduction in methane of 6.7%. This difference over the six years includes a 1.5% reduction in kg MS/ha (to 1,237 kg
MS/ha) and a 2.5% increase in production per cow (to 440 kg MS/cow/year).

Changes over the six years include:
• Reduced stocking rate (less methane) with reduced urine patches (less nitrous oxide)
• Reduction in imported supplements (less methane)
• Breed high BW cows currently top 6% nationally (less methane and nitrous oxide)
• Reduce replacement rate using sexed semen and focusing on meeting youngstock growth targets (less methane and
nitrous oxide)
• New pastures planted with Ecotain Plantain (4 kg/ha) (less methane and nitrous oxide)
• Retire and plant unproductive land (less methane and increased carbon dioxide sequestration)
• Reduce nitrogen application rates to below 30 kg N/ha per application (less nitrous oxide)
• Use SustaiN and Smartfert (less nitrous oxide)
• Upgrade effluent storage facilities to eliminate spreading during the winter months (less nitrous oxide)
• Increase effluent area (less nitrous oxide)
• Reduce nitrogen application during May – July (less nitrous oxide)
• Use soil moisture probe and soil temperature data to ensure nitrogen is applied when soil temperatures are above
10°C and soil moisture levels are above stress point (less nitrous oxide).
• Conduct Soil Total N tests to determine most efficient use of nitrogen (less nitrous oxide)
• Reduce total nitrogen used in conjunction with My Pasture Planner (less nitrous oxide)
• Constructed wetland with 63% removal of nitrates from a 7.6 ha catchment area (less nitrous oxide, more carbon
sequestration)
• Zero cultivation using direct drilling of Cleancrop varieties for all crops (less carbon dioxide).

In the winter of 2020 Waikato University installed a CO2 tower on the farm to investigate the effect of turnip cropping
on soil carbon and greenhouse gas emissions. Owl Farm contributes data to this valuable research; more information
can be obtained by contacting Aaron Wall at the University of Waikato.

Owl Farm has been focused on generating profit to pay down debt over the last three seasons, to position the business
to continue investing in technology/systems infrastructure as they become proven in NZ dairy systems. There is
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ongoing investment in top genetics to convert high quality feed into milk. The research currently underway on the
following is being watched closely:
• Breeding low-emitting dairy cattle
• Alternative feeds, including forage rape and plantain
• Methane inhibitors

To continue to reduce greenhouse gas emissions going forward, actions that will be carried out include identifying and
mapping areas to plant for sequestration, exploring the use of Overseer to calculate the whole emissions profile
(biological and non-biological) and selective culling. There are also goals around animal health and performance
including improved reproductive performance, reduced cases of clinical mastitis and lameness, and mitigating heat
stress. The next steps are summarised in the below actions and recommendations.

ACTIONS | RECOMMENDATIONS
Explore the use of Overseer to calculate the whole emissions profile – To
Achieve GFP

Target Date
30 Jun 2023

Explore the use of Overseer to calculate the whole emissions profile (biological
and non-biological). This will allow all factors such as imported feeds and energy
used on farm (tractor use etc) to be accounted for.

Map and identify plantings for sequestration – To Achieve GFP

31 Jan 2024

Less productive land can be identified and assessed for retirement. The size of
each area and the type of vegetation to be planted should be assessed against
current and potential regulations prior to work being completed.

Utilise the reducing farm size and cow numbers to selectively cull
inefficient cows – To Achieve GFP

30 Jun 2024

Selectively culling inefficient cows increases the conversion of feed to
production.
Reduce lameness to ＜12%

Mitigate heat stress by shade planting and upgrading cooling fan systems
in the shed
Reduce clinical mastitis to ＜ 10%
Improve reproductive performance with a target 6 week in calf rate of ＞
78% and ＜10% empty rate
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History of the farm and local area has not been assessed as part of this Tiaki Farm Environment Plan.
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APPENDIX

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Climate change affects all New Zealanders, including the primary sector. Reducing greenhouse gas emissions is a
priority and action is required across New Zealand and internationally. The New Zealand dairy sector is one of the
lowest emissions producers of dairy nutrition in the world due to our efficient year-round pastoral grazing system and
healthy cows. Through innovation and continued Kiwi ingenuity, our farmers, scientists, and sector partners can ensure
New Zealand dairy continues to stay a world leader, while making meaningful contributions to New Zealand’s GHG
mitigation targets.This section provides an overview of the current GFPs that could have an impact on reducing
emissions on farm.

ACHIEVED

11

NOT ACHIEVED

0

100% ACHIEVED

100% ACHIEVED

100% ACHIEVED

100% ACHIEVED

N/A

1

100% ACHIEVED
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The tables below list the GFPs that have an impact on reducing greenhouse gas emissions on farm.

GENERAL FARM MANAGEMENT
Identify the physical and biophysical characteristics of the farm system, assess the risk
factors to water quality associated with the farm system, and manage appropriately

ACHIEVED

Store and load fertiliser with minimal spillage and leaching

ACHIEVED

Store, transport and distribute feed to minimise wastage, leachate and soil damage

ACHIEVED

LAND & SOIL MANAGEMENT
Reduce periods of bare soil between crops and pasture to reduce erosion and leaching

ACHIEVED

Retire all LUC 8 land and retire LUC 7e land or ensure that it has soil conservation
measures in place

ACHIEVED

IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT
Irrigation rates and timing match plant requirements

N/A

EFFLUENT MANAGEMENT
Effluent system meets code of practice

ACHIEVED

Spreading equipment is well maintained and calibrated

ACHIEVED

Effluent applied at correct depth, rate and time

ACHIEVED

WATERWAYS & BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
*Areas of native plants or significant biodiversity are protected

ACHIEVED

NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
Fertiliser application matches plant requirements and minimises losses

ACHIEVED

Spreading equipment is well maintained and calibrated

ACHIEVED

*Additional GFP relevant to the dairy industry goals
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WHAT ARE GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS?
The main agricultural GHGs are methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O). Methane is produced by ruminants (e.g. cows
and sheep) by methanogen microbes that are naturally present in the rumen. Most methane is emitted when cattle
burp. The amount of methane produced for each farm is directly related to the total feed intake for that farm (including
cows, heifers and calves).

Nitrous oxide is emitted from soil when urine, faeces and fertilisers are broken down by microbes in the soil.

How methane (CH4) is produced

How nitrous oxide (N2O) is produced
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ADDITIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Options to reduce and mitigate greenhouse gas emissions on farms fall into three categories: farm management
changes, infrastructure investment, and retiring or planting land. The best options for each farm will vary depending on
factors such as the farm system and the region. When choosing changes to adopt on your farm, you may find options
from all three of these categories work well together.

Farm management changes
The final report of the Biological Emissions Reference Group (BERG), a cumulative effort by the wider agricultural
sector, estimated that biological emissions can be reduced by up to 10% for the dairy sector with currently available
farm management practices. Most of these mitigations involve good farm practices, such as feed utilisation, choice of
feed type and being more selective about how and when to apply fertiliser and effluent to our land. Outlined below are
some options to consider. Before you make changes to your farm system or invest in infrastructure, you should seek
advice to help determine what will work best for your situation.

OPTIONS TO REDUCE METHANE EMISSIONS
Managing dry matter intake
Current options available to reduce methane emissions are limited, but managing efficient use of dry matter intake
(DMI) is the most important. Research shows that for every additional kg of total feed eaten per hectare, total methane
emissions increase proportionally. Managing DMI is about reducing the amount of feed eaten per hectare, and
increasing per cow performance for every kg of feed that is eaten.

Over time, as cow performance improves it may be possible to adjust stocking rates (but the DMI per cow must remain
constant). Increasing reproductive performance of the herd to allow for reduced replacement rates will decrease your
emissions as there is less DMI requirement for young stock and less methane emissions.

OPTIONS TO REDUCE NITROGEN LEACHING AND NITROUS OXIDE
EMISSIONS
Nitrous oxide emissions occur when bacteria in the soil remove oxygen from nitrate (NO3-). This mainly happens when
the soils are in an anaerobic state (e.g. waterlogged soils). Because nitrogen is supplied to the soil from fertiliser,
animal excreta, and effluent irrigation, there are a number of options to manage nitrous oxide emissions and nitrogen
leaching.

The mitigations options involve reducing nitrogen loss through:
•

better fertiliser application

•

planting low-nitrogen forages or crops to reduce nitrogen excretion (eg fodder beet and plantain)

•

use of low nitrogen feeds

•

improving pasture quality.
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Reducing nitrogen surplus
Many of the supplementary feeds contain less nitrogen than normal pastures and can help reduce nitrous oxide
emissions on farms. You can evaluate supplements used to see if there is potential to change to a lower-emissions
feed.
•

Evaluate existing cropping activity and the species grown. This can improve nitrogen inputs to the farm and
nitrogen surplus through different types of crop and different methods in cultivation/feeding.

•

Exploring the use of alternative forages in the pasture sward such as plantain to reduce nitrogen loss to water
and atmosphere. These species can retain more nitrogen in the system allowing for less to be lost.

Optimising your fertiliser and effluent use
DairyNZ analysis shows that for every additional 100 kg N/ha applied via fertiliser, total greenhouse gas emissions
increase by 2.6 t/ha. As well as using less nitrogen fertiliser per hectare, mitigations strategies include:
•

Ensure you are applying the right type of fertiliser in the right places. Test the soil to gauge optimal levels and
use precision application to ensure accurate placement.

•

Avoid direct leaching and nitrous oxide emissions by not applying in winter or to waterlogged soils.

•

Improve effluent management to accurately apply appropriate depths and rates to the soil so that there are
less losses.

•

Reduce N fertiliser applications on effluent blocks.

Paddock strategies
•

Grazing cows off-paddock in the autumn months limits the build-up of nitrate in the soil when the plant growth
is reduced. This build-up is then available to be lost to both water and atmosphere of the following winter and
spring months. This strategy can reduce nitrogen leaching and nitrous oxide emissions if the associated
effluent is well manged.

•

Improve irrigation practices so that water is only applied when the soil profile has the capacity to absorb it and
the plants need it and that there is no over application. This can be done by using precision water irrigation and
scheduling.

•

During wintering urine nitrogen leaching and nitrous oxide emissions can be reduced through appropriate
paddock selection, grazing time, and grazing regime.

•

Using a ‘catch crop’ to minimise the fallow period following a winter crop. This will reduce nitrogen leaching and
nitrous oxide emissions during this period.

Planting to offset carbon dioxide
Planting trees can help ‘offset’ emissions from your farm business without impacting on production. As trees grow, they
store carbon in trunks, branches, leaves, and roots. Planting will also improve water quality by helping to filter out
sediment and nutrients before they enter waterways. Planting could take place in riparian areas, shelter belts, and
through retiring land to forestry. Planting also helps to prevent soil erosion and increase the habitat for native wildlife.
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THANK YOU

DISCLAIMER
*Provision of advice in relation to effluent storage, effluent irrigation systems and the management of other
environmental risk areas on farm.
The advice that Fonterra Co-operative Group Ltd (Fonterra, we, us) provides to farmers in relation to effluent storage
capacity and other environmental compliance practices, including mitigation actions described in Farm Environment
Plans, is based on the information and assumptions that farmers and their agents have provided to us and on our
knowledge and understanding of current best practice in the industry. Fonterra does not purport to replace sound
engineering or other professional advice and as such we strongly encourage farmers to seek independent expert
advice before any construction, upgrades, or other change to your on farm practices. Farmers are ultimately
responsible for the environmental compliance of their farm and on farm practices. Fonterra gives no warranties
(express or implied) and, to the maximum extent permissible by law, excludes all liability in contract or tort (including,
without limitation, liability for negligence) or otherwise in relation to the advice provided.
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